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Colombier Group - New Bio Barrier Coating Line Investment Enters
Final Stage In Finland
The Colombier Group, through its subsidiary in Finland, Colombier Finland (previously
Paperex) has invested in a new Bio Barrier coating line. The water based non-plastic Bio
Barrier Coating is suitable for all kinds of paper and board, and creates an effective barrier
against moisture, oil, grease and heat.
Our end product is excellent for use in most food packaging, including from freezer to oven
applications with direct food contact. The Bio Barrier Coating is also used for different
wrapping needs as well as paper cups and plates.
The product treated with Colombier Bio Barrier Coating is easily recyclable, repulpable or
compostable. Bio Barrier Coating can be used as an environmental solution to replace PE,
PP, PET, Wax and Fluorochemicals.
Colombier Finland, located in Pyhtää, has been developing the Bio Barrier Coating product
for the last four years. The last phase, the construction of the new Bio Barrier Coating
Line, with a capacity of 60.000 tonnes, will be completed in the beginning of June.
The investment has been aided by external resources and by resources from other
Colombier Group companies in the UK, The Netherlands and Spain.
“After a lengthy development period, it is great to see a project reach another milestone.
The team in Finland, headed by Carl-Erik Guttormsen and Harri Mutanen, has done a
great job and we are happy to see the product being appreciated as an environmentally
conscious solution in the market,” says Juha Viitala CEO Colombier Group.
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About COLOMBIER
COLOMBIER is a family-owned international paper company with paper processing
operations in Spain, the Netherlands, Belgium, United Kingdom, Finland and Germany.
COLOMBIER is represented through sales offices across Europe. COLOMBIER uses
various mobile and on location equipment to re-process paper reels and sheets. Colombier
trades in forest products and represents several paper producers in various markets.
COLOMBIER’S customers include box plants, packaging converters, publishers, printers,
merchants, retailers and paper and packaging producers worldwide
COLOMBIER is one of the largest forest products converting companies in Europe.
COLOMBIER is known as a pioneer in using
new technologies and has an extensive
network of mobile machinery for reel re-sizing
and re- packaging.
COLOMBIER Bio Barrier Coating applies a
bio barrier against moisture, oil, grease and
heat on almost any paper and board product.

The COLOMBIER mission is to be the premier service brand to the
global forest industry, recognised for creativity, innovation and positive
business solutions

